Chapter 3：About Complicated Notice
Boards
If this is an ordinary fairy tale, the story ends
when everybody became happy.
But this story has an extra episode.
It starts from the scene where the young man
added a new rule on his sign board.

ただ

ご自由

し

One villager said “ I take care of the tree just
because I want to eat. It's up to individuals to
choose what to do with the fruit or the trees
they took.”
He didn't change his sign board.

ご自由に

Another villager said “ Anybody can take
my fruit or trees, but I don't want them to
bother others.”
He added “However, don't bring them to
war” on his sign board.

戦争
反対
自由に

Another one villager said “ the young man
said a reasonable thing, but the rule he
added is not cool.”
He added a sentence “ However, use the
fruits only for artistic development of its
taste” as his own rule.
Finally, all tree in the village got all
different new rules one another.
芸術

ご自由

Some people didn't know what to do in this situation.
A pastry chef who gathered the fruits and made jam said “ because each one of fruits
tastes subtly different, I mix a few of these ones and a few of those ones. Under new
rules, can I mix the fruits ?”
A researcher who was developing new breed by combining the fruit trees said “ I'd like to
graft this tree on that tree, but is this allowed in the new rules ?”

The people discussed and decided to put up one
big sign board in the village. And stated definition
of the fruit people can take freely on it.
This definition is not for integration of how to
take the fruit or sentences on each sign board, but
for determining whether each sign board is stating
people can take the fruit freely. And the villagers
decided to put approval stickers on each sign
board which meet the definition.

ご自由

So the trouble about the various kinds of small
sign boards had appeared was settled, but the rule
became a little more complicated because of the
big sign board and the approval stickers.

The definitio
n

戦争

ご自由

ただし

ご自由
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